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Several cases of parallelization:
Shared memory
Separate memory

Will treat as separate cases
Consider several instances of each case
Give examples implemented in Obit                        
 http://www.cv.nrao.edu/~bcotton/Obit.html



 Shared Memory: Multi-threading
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Cases of shared memory:
Multiple processors per “Computer”
Multiple cores per processor
Both of the above

Typically 2-8 processors/core
Simplest to deal with using multi-threading



 Multi-threading
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Multiple streams of execution in common address 
space
Sharing information is trivial
Avoiding conflicts tricky
Finite cost to stop/join threads
Want to do as much work as possible in a single 
thread execution
Application and all libraries must be “threadsafe”
Use mutexes to lock common resources                   
 (only one thread to modify a structure at a time)



 Multi-threading, cont’d
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Probably best to avoid massive I/O in multiple 
threads
cfitsio NOT threadsafe (about to change)
In Obit have adopted policy of reading a buffer 
full of data and dividing the work among threads
Startup cost of multiple threads per buffer read is 
significant



 Thread Pools
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Glib implements “Thread pools”
Group of threads runs until shutdown
Idling thread can be “called”
Signal thread job completion using asynchronous event

Allows reusing the same group of threads for an 
entire operation on a dataset
Can be much more efficient than start/join threads 
for each work packet.



 Multi-threaded uv Griding
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A common and expensive operation is 
convolving/resampling uv data onto a rectangular 
grid.
Griding a buffer of data can be split among 
threads, but,
Dependency on output grid, potential conflicts.
Solution:

Separate grids per thread
Sum thread grids when all of data processed



 Multi-threaded Sky Model
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Computing response to sky model in 
deconvolution/self calibration can be expensive
Divide each buffer load among threads
Dependencies:

For gridded interpolation the internal state of the 
interpolator cannot be shared among threads
Separate interpolators with common model
For time dependent sky models, different threads may 
get out of sync
Separate time dependent portion of sky model per 
thread



 Example: Multithreaded Image/CLEAN
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As a high dynamic range timing test, a dataset with 
3C84 at half power was imaged in Obit/Squint 
(has time dependent sky model)
Imaging used 22 facets
Imaged with variable number of threads up to 8.
Get factor ~5 speedup using 8 threads



 Example: Multithreaded Image/CLEAN
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Relative speed of Squint imaging test with variable number of threads.

Solid line is unity, +s are 1000 vis per thread, ⅹs are 10,000 vis. per thread
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Reprojecting images from one geometry to another 
is common and expensive, examples:

“Flattening” facets of a mosaic
Aligning images on different geometries.

Two components:
Calculate input pixel location for each output pixel
Interpolate input image

Can divide portions of image among threads
Major dependency is internal state of interpolator   
  have separate interpolator per thread.

Multithreaded Image Projection



 Example: Image reprojection

The test the efficiency of multithreaded image 

reprojection, a 2500ⅹ2500 pixel image was 
projected from one geometry to another.
Tests used from 1 to 8 threads (number of cores 
available)
Get a factor of 6.3 speedup for 8 cores.
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 Image reprojection timing
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Relative speed of image reprojection vs. number of threads



 Separate Memory: Cluster Nodes
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Data to be used must be made available to each 
node
Internode channel of communication needed.
Easiest for coarse gained parallelization
In Obit tests use:

NFS  disk mounts to make data available to nodes
XMLRPC for internode communication
Adequate for spectral line, but
May need MPI for continuum.



 Spectral Line Imaging on a Cluster
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Spectral line imaging is especially easy to 
implement on a cluster:

Imaging of individual channels completely 
independent
Can be implemented as multiple, independent 
processes

Basic scheme:
Divide data by channel among nodes
image/CLEAN data on each node
Reassemble images into cube



 Spectral Line Imaging on a Cluster, contd
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Obit implement used NFS to distribute data, 
XMLRPC for internode communication
Implemented as a python script
Steps

Use Task SplitCh to convert dataset into multiple 
subsets on disks visible to the target nodes
Use xmlrpc to start Imager of each node
Use task Mcube to assemble full cube
1st and 3rd steps serial, 2nd parallel



 Spectral Line Imaging on a Cluster, contd
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General scheme for spectral line processing on a cluster



 Example: Spectral Imaging on a Cluster

As a test, a VLBA spectral line database was 
imaged/CLEANed using the casa cluster in Socorro
108 channels of a 200 Mbyte dataset were imaged 
using 4 nodes.
Executation on a single node all in Imager took 352 
sec real time
Executation on 4 nodes took 74 sec.
4.8 times faster using 4 times the computer!!!

Dividing the data eliminates the many reads of the full 
dataset
Same technique on a single node also improves 
performance.
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 Example Spectral Line Image 18

Color coded velocity image of parallel processed SiO maser image



 Conclusions

Big performance gains can be obtained from 
parallel processing.
Multithreading of compute intensive operations 
can make efficient use of multiple processors/cores
Your mileage may vary but in general, bigger 
problems run more efficiently
Spectral line imaging on a cluster is very easy,        
efficient data distribution less so
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